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2021 International Conference on Applications and Techniques in Cyber Intelligence May 02 2020 This book presents innovative ideas, cutting-edge findings, and
novel techniques, methods, and applications in a broad range of cybersecurity and cyberthreat intelligence areas. As our society becomes smarter, there is a
corresponding need to secure our cyberfuture. The book describes approaches and findings that are of interest to business professionals and governments
seeking to secure our data and underpin infrastructures, as well as to individual users.
Disaster Recovery and Backup Solutions for IBM FileNet P8 Version 4.5.1 Systems May 14 2021 Many organizations require continuous operation of their
mission-critical, IBM® FileNet P8® systems after a failure has occurred. Loss of system resources and services as a result of any failure can translate directly into
lost customers and lost revenue. The goal, therefore, is to design and implement a FileNet P8 system that ensures continuous operation even after a failure
happens. This IBM Redbooks® publication focuses on FileNet P8 Version 4.5.1 systems disaster recovery. The book covers strategies, preparation levels, site
sizing, data replication, testing, and what to do during a disaster. Backup and restore planning is a critical aspect of a disaster recovery strategy. We discuss
backup types and strategies. We also discuss alternative strategies such as rolling storage policies and IBM FlashCopy® capability. With the help of use cases
and our lab testing environment, the book provides guidelines for setting up a FileNet P8 production environment and a standby FileNet P8 disaster recovery
system. This book is intended for IT architects, IT specialists, project managers, and decision makers, who must identify the best disaster recovery strategies and
integrate them into the FileNet P8 system design process.
Statistical Language Models for Information Retrieval Oct 07 2020 As online information grows dramatically, search engines such as Google are playing a more
and more important role in our lives. Critical to all search engines is the problem of designing an effective retrieval model that can rank documents accurately for a
given query. This has been a central research problem in information retrieval for several decades. In the past ten years, a new generation of retrieval models,
often referred to as statistical language models, has been successfully applied to solve many different information retrieval problems. Compared with the traditional
models such as the vector space model, these new models have a more sound statistical foundation and can leverage statistical estimation to optimize retrieval
parameters. They can also be more easily adapted to model non-traditional and complex retrieval problems. Empirically, they tend to achieve comparable or better
performance than a traditional model with less effort on parameter tuning. This book systematically reviews the large body of literature on applying statistical
language models to information retrieval with an emphasis on the underlying principles, empirically effective language models, and language models developed for
non-traditional retrieval tasks. All the relevant literature has been synthesized to make it easy for a reader to digest the research progress achieved so far and see
the frontier of research in this area. The book also offers practitioners an informative introduction to a set of practically useful language models that can effectively
solve a variety of retrieval problems. No prior knowledge about information retrieval is required, but some basic knowledge about probability and statistics would be
useful for fully digesting all the details. Table of Contents: Introduction / Overview of Information Retrieval Models / Simple Query Likelihood Retrieval Model /
Complex Query Likelihood Model / Probabilistic Distance Retrieval Model / Language Models for Special Retrieval Tasks / Language Models for Latent Topic
Analysis / Conclusions
APPLICATION OF DIGITAL MARKETING FOR LIFE SUCCESS IN BUSINESS Sep 05 2020 The book describes: Digital Marketing Applications concept and
techniques. Value Chain of Digital Marketing Process and Operations. Why Digital Marketing is useful for each and every Business. Basis picture of what will a
business miss out on if they don't market their products/services online. Technological edge for a venture when they implement digital marketing well in their firm.
Branding with the help of Digital Marketing Tools. Financial payment methods to help determine annual budget for Digital Marketers. Determine a bid strategy
based on your goals. Social Media Advertisement Platforms. What are some of the best ways to integrate email marketing with social media participation? Digital
marketing and measurement model. How do you use Web Analytics effectively to make most out of it for your business? Future Evolution of Digital Marketing and
Role of WordPress in it. Digital Marketing- A Great Tool for Market research. Copywrites- An Art or Science Copyright- A Globally Practiced Method to Prevent
Plagiarism and Control Data Duplicity. How a Business Can Convert its Visitors into Qualified Business Leads Using CRM/AI. How an Entrepreneur setup an
Online Store for Their Online Business (Including- Business Case-I & II).
Cost-effective Creation of Specialized Search Engines Aug 05 2020
Relevant Search Mar 12 2021 Summary Relevant Search demystifies relevance work. Using Elasticsearch, it teaches you how to return engaging search results
to your users, helping you understand and leverage the internals of Lucene-based search engines. Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in PDF,
Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications. About the Technology Users are accustomed to and expect instant, relevant search results. To achieve this,
you must master the search engine. Yet for many developers, relevance ranking is mysterious or confusing. About the Book Relevant Search demystifies the
subject and shows you that a search engine is a programmable relevance framework. You'll learn how to apply Elasticsearch or Solr to your business's unique
ranking problems. The book demonstrates how to program relevance and how to incorporate secondary data sources, taxonomies, text analytics, and
personalization. In practice, a relevance framework requires softer skills as well, such as collaborating with stakeholders to discover the right relevance
requirements for your business. By the end, you'll be able to achieve a virtuous cycle of provable, measurable relevance improvements over a search product's
lifetime. What's Inside Techniques for debugging relevance? Applying search engine features to real problems? Using the user interface to guide searchers? A
systematic approach to relevance? A business culture focused on improving search About the Reader For developers trying to build smarter search with
Elasticsearch or Solr. About the Authors Doug Turnbull is lead relevance consultant at OpenSource Connections, where he frequently speaks and blogs. John
Berryman is a data engineer at Eventbrite, where he specializes in recommendations and search. Foreword author, Trey Grainger, is a director of engineering at
CareerBuilder and author of Solr in Action. Table of Contents The search relevance problem Search under the hood Debugging your first relevance problem
Taming tokens Basic multifield search Term-centric search Shaping the relevance function Providing relevance feedback Designing a relevance-focused search
application The relevance-centered enterprise Semantic and personalized search
Network Security Assessment Feb 29 2020 How secure is your network? The best way to find out is to attack it. Network Security Assessment provides you with
the tricks and tools professional security consultants use to identify and assess risks in Internet-based networks-the same penetration testing model they use to
secure government, military, and commercial networks. With this book, you can adopt, refine, and reuse this testing model to design and deploy networks that are
hardened and immune from attack. Network Security Assessment demonstrates how a determined attacker scours Internet-based networks in search of vulnerable
components, from the network to the application level. This new edition is up-to-date on the latest hacking techniques, but rather than focus on individual issues, it
looks at the bigger picture by grouping and analyzing threats at a high-level. By grouping threats in this way, you learn to create defensive strategies against entire

attack categories, providing protection now and into the future. Network Security Assessment helps you assess: Web services, including Microsoft IIS, Apache,
Tomcat, and subsystems such as OpenSSL, Microsoft FrontPage, and Outlook Web Access (OWA) Web application technologies, including ASP, JSP, PHP,
middleware, and backend databases such as MySQL, Oracle, and Microsoft SQL Server Microsoft Windows networking components, including RPC, NetBIOS,
and CIFS services SMTP, POP3, and IMAP email services IP services that provide secure inbound network access, including IPsec, Microsoft PPTP, and SSL
VPNs Unix RPC services on Linux, Solaris, IRIX, and other platforms Various types of application-level vulnerabilities that hacker tools and scripts exploit
Assessment is the first step any organization should take to start managing information risks correctly. With techniques to identify and assess risks in line with
CESG CHECK and NSA IAM government standards, Network Security Assessment gives you a precise method to do just that.
Practical Web 2.0 Applications with PHP Dec 09 2020 In Practical PHP Web 2.0 Applications, PHP, MySQL, CSS, XHTML, and JavaScript/Ajax development
techniques are brought together to show you how to create the hottest PHP web applications, from planning and design up to final implementation, without going
over unnecessary basics that will hold you back. This book includes must-have application features such as search functionality, maps, blogs, dynamic image
galleries, and personalized user areas. It covers everything in a practical, tutorial style so you can start working on your own projects as quickly as possible.
Meta-Search Engine Optimization Sep 29 2022 This book represents a new model of meta-search engine. Existing meta-search engines do not have their own
databases for indexing purpose. They directly send request to individual fixed number of search engines for user search text and retrieves aggregate single list of
result by eliminating duplicates. They are using their own ranking formulas to display retrieved links in some specific order. Moreover, existing meta-search engine
uses optimization techniques for revenue and provides paid listings. Hence, ranking order is less reliable. In new model of a meta-search engine the concept of
database has been introduced for indexing purpose. If relevant search keywords already available in keyword database, then it retrieves results from it in an
efficient way. This helps to improve response time of meta-search engine and eliminates the meta-search engine time-out problem.
Ubiquitous Information Technologies and Applications Jun 14 2021 Recent advances in electronic and computer technologies have paved the way for the
proliferation of ubiquitous computing and innovative applications that incorporate these technologies. This proceedings book describes these new and innovative
technologies, and covers topics like Ubiquitous Communication and Networks, Security Systems, Smart Devices and Applications, Cloud and Grid Systems,
Service-oriented and Web Service Computing, Embedded Hardware and Image Processing and Multimedia.
Information Communication Technologies: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications Mar 31 2020 The rapid development of information communication
technologies (ICTs) is having a profound impact across numerous aspects of social, economic, and cultural activity worldwide, and keeping pace with the
associated effects, implications, opportunities, and pitfalls has been challenging to researchers in diverse realms ranging from education to competitive
intelligence.
Emerging Communication Technologies for E-Health and Medicine Apr 12 2021 According to the World Health Organisation (WHO), e-health is the combined use
of electronic communication and information technology in the health sector and, moreover, it enables a safer, higher quality, more equitable, and sustainable
health system. Emerging Communication Technologies for E-Health and Medicine is a fundamental source for the advancement of knowledge, application, and
practice in the interdisciplinary areas of healthcare, e-health, m-health, u-health, sensors, biomedical engineering, and telemedicine. Due to its grounding in
research and theory evidence, this book is designed for use in graduate courses in health management, medicine, nursing, health professionals, and medical
informatics. The book can help to e-health contents, applications, and interesting experiences. It is an important way to communicate e-health concepts.
Healthcare Ethics and Training: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications Feb 20 2022 The application of proper ethical systems and education
programs is a vital concern in the medical industry. When healthcare professionals are held to the highest moral and training standards, patient care is improved.
Healthcare Ethics and Training: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications is a comprehensive source of academic research material on methods and
techniques for implementing ethical standards and effective education initiatives in clinical settings. Highlighting pivotal perspectives on topics such as e-health,
organizational behavior, and patient rights, this multi-volume work is ideally designed for practitioners, upper-level students, professionals, researchers, and
academics interested in the latest developments within the healthcare industry.
The Taxobook Jul 16 2021 This book is the third of a three-part series on taxonomies, and covers putting your taxonomy into use in as many ways as possible to
maximize retrieval for your users. Chapter 1 suggests several items to research and consider before you start your implementation and integration process. It
explores the different pieces of software that you will need for your system and what features to look for in each. Chapter 2 launches with a discussion of how
taxonomy terms can be used within a workflow, connecting two—or more—taxonomies, and intelligent coordination of platforms and taxonomies. Microsoft
SharePoint is a widely used and popular program, and I consider their use of taxonomies in this chapter. Following that is a discussion of taxonomies and semantic
integration and then the relationship between indexing and the hierarchy of a taxonomy. Chapter 3 (“How is a Taxonomy Connected to Search?”) provides
discussions and examples of putting taxonomies into use in practical applications. It discusses displaying content based on search, how taxonomy is connected to
search, using a taxonomy to guide a searcher, tools for search, including search engines, crawlers and spiders, and search software, the parts of a search-capable
system, and then how to assemble that search-capable system. This chapter also examines how to measure quality in search, the different kinds of search, and
theories on search from several famous theoreticians—two from the 18th and 19th centuries, and two contemporary. Following that is a section on inverted files,
parsing, discovery, and clustering. While you probably don’t need a comprehensive understanding of these concepts to build a solid, workable system, enough
information is provided for the reader to see how they fit into the overall scheme. This chapter concludes with a look at faceted search and some possibilities for
search interfaces. Chapter 4, “Implementing a Taxonomy in a Database or on a Website,” starts where many content systems really should—with the authors, or at
least the people who create the content. This chapter discusses matching up various groups of related data to form connections, data visualization and text
analytics, and mobile and e-commerce applications for taxonomies. Finally, Chapter 5 presents some educated guesses about the future of knowledge
organization. Table of Contents: List of Figures / Preface / Acknowledgments / On Your Mark, Get Ready .... WAIT! Things to Know Before You Start the
Implementation Step / Taxonomy and Thesaurus Implementation / How is a Taxonomy Connected to Search? / Implementing a Taxonomy in a Database or on a
Website / What Lies Ahead for Knowledge Organization? / Glossary / End Notes / Author Biography
Open Information Management: Applications of Interconnectivity and Collaboration Nov 19 2021 Discusses the impact of emerging trends in information
technology towards solutions capable of managing information within open, principally unbounded, operational environments.
Artificial Intelligence: Methodology, Systems, and Applications Aug 24 2019 This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 18th International Conference
on Artificial Intelligence: Methodology, Systems, and Applications, AIMSA 2018, held in Varna, Bulgaria, in September 2018. The 22 revised full papers and 7
poster papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 72 submissions. They cover a wide range of topics in AI: from machine learning to natural
language systems, from information extraction to text mining, from knowledge representation to soft computing; from theoretical issues to real-world applications.
2020 International Conference on Applications and Techniques in Cyber Intelligence Mar 24 2022 This book presents innovative ideas, cutting-edge findings, and
novel techniques, methods, and applications in a broad range of cybersecurity and cyberthreat intelligence areas. As our society becomes smarter, there is a
corresponding need to secure our cyberfuture. The book describes approaches and findings that are of interest to business professionals and governments
seeking to secure our data and underpin infrastructures, as well as to individual users.
Application of Search Engine Marketing Methods in order to generate High-Quality Traffic Aug 29 2022 Inhaltsangabe:Abstract: In a time of tightening budgets,
rising bankruptcies and heightened job insecurity, all commerce, be it a major corporation or simply that of a sole operator, must improve its ROI (Return On
Investment) rate in order to ensure its continued sustainability. This factor is the key performance indicator (KPI) for any business. The goal of improved ROI
becomes all the more difficult when comparing the effectiveness of competing marketing strategies because intangible factors in the purchasing decision such as
brand awareness as well as product credibility and loyalty cannot be easily quantified. Even the consumer often has an unconscious preference for one particular
product over another. In this regard online marketing offers the advantage of the pull-principle: the user, who pulls the information that he/she is seeking for directly
from the Internet, initiates all activities. This implies that a relationship is established between the corporation and consumer. With 90 percent of all Internet users
choosing to access a SE during a given session, this first point of contact becomes often decisive in the success or failure for the online marketing concept.
Nevertheless, there is an inter-dependency between both the attractiveness and the ability to locate a website, i.e. its findability . A website s content may be highly
interesting and appropriate to the user s needs but it will be condemned to failure if it cannot be correctly sourced (i.e. ranked) by a SE. Be that as it may, every top
ranked website will be rejected if content and usability disappoint expectations. This report intends to show how Search Engine Optimization (SEO) can be used in
a strategic context as the first part of the lead process. SEO highlights the importance of keyword decisions in order to attract customers who secure high
conversion rates and thus increase sales, be it online or offline. The first part of this analysis will explain the technical background of how SEs and keywords work.
Also, there are several influential factors that should be considered when optimizing keywords for one s business, such as SE algorithms, the SE market, the

consumer and his position in the buying cycle as well as online competitors. These aspects are discussed in the second part of this analysis. The final part will
present the concept of Online Performance Measurement & Management (OPMM) and demonstrate how Search Engine Marketing (SEM) can affect a business
[...]
SEO: Search Engine Optimization Bible May 26 2022 This in-depth Bible delivers the holy grail of online marketing: how to influence search engine results to drive
online shoppers to specific Web sites; the process is called search engine optimization (SEO) and it is a hot topic One-stop resource offers readers what they need
to plan and implement a successful SEO program, including useful tips on finding the shortest routes to success, strategy suggestions, and sidebars with more
information and additional resources Features interviews with executives from top search companies, plus appendices on creating successful listings with Google,
MSN, Yahoo!, and others Topics include creating an SEO plan; managing keywords; maximizing pay-per-click strategies; understanding the role of links and
linking; robots, spiders, and crawlers; maintaining SEO; analyzing success rates; and much more
Developing Web Applications with Apache, MySQL, memcached, and Perl Jul 28 2022 The only book to address using cache to enhance and speed up Web
application development Developers use Apache, MySQL, memcached, and Perl to build dynamic Web sites that store information within the MySQL database;
this is the only book to address using these technologies together to alleviate the database load in Web development Covers each of the four systems and shows
how to install, set up, and administer them; then shows the reader how to put the parts together to start building applications Explains the benefits of a base perl
library for code re-use, and provides sample applications that demonstrate in a practical way the information covered in the previous chapters Examines
monitoring, performance, and security, with a problem-solving chapter that walks the reader through solving real-world issues
Professional Portal Development with Open Source Tools Dec 21 2021 What is this book about? Open source technology enables you to build customized
enterprise portal frameworks with more flexibility and fewer limitations. This book explains the fundamentals of a powerful set of open source tools and shows you
how to use them. An outstanding team of authors provides a complete tutorial and reference guide to Java Portlet API, Lucene, James, and Slide, taking you stepby-step through constructing and deploying portal applications. You trace the anatomy of a search engine and understand the Lucene query syntax, set up Apache
James configuration for a variety of servers, explore object to relational mapping concepts with Jakarta OJB, and acquire many other skills necessary to create
J2EE portals uniquely suited to the needs of your organization. Loaded with code-intensive examples of portal applications, this book offers you the know-how to
free your development process from the restrictions of pre-packaged solutions. What does this book cover? Here's what you will learn in this book: How to evaluate
business requirements and plan the portal How to develop an effective browser environment How to provide a search engine, messaging, database inquiry, and
content management services in an integrated portal application How to develop Web services for the portal How to monitor, test, and administer the portal How to
create portlet applications compliant with the Java Portlet API How to reduce the possibility of errors while managing the portal to accommodate change How to
plan for the next generation application portal Who is this book for? This book is for professional Java developers who have some experience in portal
development and want to take advantage of the options offered by open source tools.
Improving E-Commerce Web Applications Through Business Intelligence Techniques Nov 07 2020 As the Internet becomes increasingly interconnected with
modern society, the transition to online business has developed into a prevalent form of commerce. While there exist various advantages and disadvantages to
online business, it plays a major role in contemporary business methods. Improving E-Commerce Web Applications Through Business Intelligence Techniques
provides emerging research on the core areas of e-commerce web applications. While highlighting the use of data mining, search engine optimization, and online
marketing to advance online business, readers will learn how the role of online commerce is becoming more prevalent in modern business. This book is an
important resource for vendors, website developers, online customers, and scholars seeking current research on the development and use of e-commerce.
Intelligent Technologies for Web Applications Feb 08 2021 The Internet has become an integral part of human life, yet the web still utilizes mundane interfaces to
the physical world, which makes Internet operations somewhat mechanical, tedious, and less human-oriented. Filling a large void in the literature, Intelligent
Technologies for Web Applications is one of the first books to focus on providing vital fundamental and advanced guidance in the area of Web intelligence for
beginners and researchers. The book covers techniques from diverse areas of research, including: Natural language processing Information extraction, retrieval,
and filtering Knowledge representation and management Machine learning Databases Data, web, and text mining Human–computer interaction Semantic web
technologies To develop effective and intelligent web applications and services, it is critical to discover useful knowledge through analyzing large amounts of
content, hidden content structures, or usage patterns of web data resources. Intended to improve and reinforce problem-solving methods in this area, this book
delves into the hybridization of artificial intelligence (AI) and web technologies to help simplify complex Web operations. It introduces readers to the state-of-the art
development of web intelligence techniques and teaches how to apply these techniques to develop the next generation of intelligent Web applications. The book
lays out presented projects, case studies, and innovative ideas, which readers can explore independently as standalone research projects. This material facilitates
experimentation with the book’s content by including fundamental tools, research directions, practice questions, and additional reading.
Real-World Natural Language Processing Jul 04 2020 Voice assistants, automated customer service agents, and other cutting-edge human-to-computer
interactions rely on accurately interpreting language as it is written and spoken. Real-world Natural Language Processing teaches you how to create practical NLP
applications without getting bogged down in complex language theory and the mathematics of deep learning. In this engaging book, you''ll explore the core tools
and techniques required to build a huge range of powerful NLP apps. about the technology Natural language processing is the part of AI dedicated to
understanding and generating human text and speech. NLP covers a wide range of algorithms and tasks, from classic functions such as spell checkers, machine
translation, and search engines to emerging innovations like chatbots, voice assistants, and automatic text summarization. Wherever there is text, NLP can be
useful for extracting meaning and bridging the gap between humans and machines. about the book Real-world Natural Language Processing teaches you how to
create practical NLP applications using Python and open source NLP libraries such as AllenNLP and Fairseq. In this practical guide, you''ll begin by creating a
complete sentiment analyzer, then dive deep into each component to unlock the building blocks you''ll use in all different kinds of NLP programs. By the time
you''re done, you''ll have the skills to create named entity taggers, machine translation systems, spelling correctors, and language generation systems. what''s
inside Design, develop, and deploy basic NLP applications NLP libraries such as AllenNLP and Fairseq Advanced NLP concepts such as attention and transfer
learning about the reader Aimed at intermediate Python programmers. No mathematical or machine learning knowledge required. about the author Masato
Hagiwara received his computer science PhD from Nagoya University in 2009, focusing on Natural Language Processing and machine learning. He has interned
at Google and Microsoft Research, and worked at Baidu Japan, Duolingo, and Rakuten Institute of Technology. He now runs his own consultancy business
advising clients, including startups and research institutions.
Google Hacks Oct 26 2019 Explains how to take advantage of Google's user interface, discussing how to filter results, use Google's special services, integrate
Google applications into a Web site or Weblog, write information retrieval programs, and play games.
International Conference on Applications and Techniques in Cyber Intelligence ATCI 2019 Aug 17 2021 This book presents innovative ideas, cutting-edge
findings, and novel techniques, methods, and applications in a broad range of cybersecurity and cyberthreat intelligence areas. As our society becomes smarter,
there is a corresponding need to be able to secure our cyberfuture. The approaches and findings described in this book are of interest to businesses and
governments seeking to secure our data and underpin infrastructures, as well as to individual users.
Web Application Security, A Beginner's Guide Nov 27 2019 Security Smarts for the Self-Guided IT Professional “Get to know the hackers—or plan on getting
hacked. Sullivan and Liu have created a savvy, essentials-based approach to web app security packed with immediately applicable tools for any information
security practitioner sharpening his or her tools or just starting out.” —Ryan McGeehan, Security Manager, Facebook, Inc. Secure web applications from today's
most devious hackers. Web Application Security: A Beginner's Guide helps you stock your security toolkit, prevent common hacks, and defend quickly against
malicious attacks. This practical resource includes chapters on authentication, authorization, and session management, along with browser, database, and file
security--all supported by true stories from industry. You'll also get best practices for vulnerability detection and secure development, as well as a chapter that
covers essential security fundamentals. This book's templates, checklists, and examples are designed to help you get started right away. Web Application Security:
A Beginner's Guide features: Lingo--Common security terms defined so that you're in the know on the job IMHO--Frank and relevant opinions based on the
authors' years of industry experience Budget Note--Tips for getting security technologies and processes into your organization's budget In Actual
Practice--Exceptions to the rules of security explained in real-world contexts Your Plan--Customizable checklists you can use on the job now Into Action--Tips on
how, why, and when to apply new skills and techniques at work
Database and Expert Systems Applications Jun 26 2022 The Database and Expert Systems Applications (DEXA) conferences have established themselves as a
platform for bringing together researchers and practitioners from various backgrounds and all regions of the world to exchange ideas, experiences and opinions in
a friendly and stimulating environment. The papers presented at the conference represent recent developments in the field and important steps towards shaping

the future of applied computer science and information systems. DEXA covers a broad field: all aspects of databases, knowledge based systems, knowledge
management, web-based systems, information systems, related technologies and their applications. Once again there were a good number of submissions: out of
183 papers that were submitted, the program committee selected 92 to be presented. In the first year of this new millennium DEXA has come back to the United
Kingdom, following events in Vienna, Berlin, Valencia, Prague, Athens, London, Zurich, Toulouse, Vienna and Florence. The past decade has seen several
revolutionary developments, one of which was the explosion of Internet-related applications in the areas covered by DEXA, developments in which DEXA has
played a role and in which DEXA will continue to play a role in its second decade, starting with this conference.
Managing Customer Experiences in an Omnichannel World Jan 28 2020 Managing Customer Experiences in an Omnichannel World explores how organizations
integrating both the physical and virtual environments for consumers will enable them to effectively manage the customer experience.
The Web Application Hacker's Handbook Sep 17 2021 The highly successful security book returns with a new edition, completely updated Web applications are
the front door to most organizations, exposing them to attacks that may disclose personal information, execute fraudulent transactions, or compromise ordinary
users. This practical book has been completely updated and revised to discuss the latest step-by-step techniques for attacking and defending the range of everevolving web applications. You'll explore the various new technologies employed in web applications that have appeared since the first edition and review the new
attack techniques that have been developed, particularly in relation to the client side. Reveals how to overcome the new technologies and techniques aimed at
defending web applications against attacks that have appeared since the previous edition Discusses new remoting frameworks, HTML5, cross-domain integration
techniques, UI redress, framebusting, HTTP parameter pollution, hybrid file attacks, and more Features a companion web site hosted by the authors that allows
readers to try out the attacks described, gives answers to the questions that are posed at the end of each chapter, and provides a summarized methodology and
checklist of tasks Focusing on the areas of web application security where things have changed in recent years, this book is the most current resource on the
critical topic of discovering, exploiting, and preventing web application security flaws. Also available as a set with, CEHv8: Certified Hacker Version 8 Study Guide,
Ethical Hacking and Web Hacking Set, 9781119072171.
Mobile Computing, Applications, and Services Jan 10 2021 This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post-conference proceedings of the Third International
Conference on Mobile Computing, Applications, and Services (MobiCASE 2011) held in Los Angeles, CA, USA, during October 24-27, 2010. The 18 revised full
papers presented together with 12 revised poster papers were carefully reviewed and selected from numerous submissions. The conference papers are organized
in seven technical sessions, covering the topics of mobile pervasive applications, system issues, location-aware services, mobile phone based systems, mobile
Web and services, tools for mobile environments, and mobile application development issues.
Web Search Engine Research Jan 22 2022 Provides an understanding of Web search engines from the unique perspective of Library and Information Science.
This book explores a range of topics including retrieval effectiveness, user satisfaction, the evaluation of search interfaces, the impact of search on society, and the
influence of search engine optimization (SEO) on results quality.
Information Technology for Management Dec 29 2019 Information Technology for Management, 12 Edition provides students with a comprehensive
understanding of the latest technological developments in IT and the critical drivers of business performance, growth, and sustainability. Integrating feedback from
IT managers and practitioners from top-level organizations worldwide, the newest edition of this well-regarded textbook features thoroughly revised content
throughout to present students with a realistic, up-to-date view of IT management in the current business environment. The text offers a flexible, student-friendly
presentation of the material through a pedagogy that is designed to help students with different learning styles easily comprehend and retain information. This
blended learning approach combines visual, textual, and interactive content—featuring numerous real-world case studies of how businesses use IT to increase
efficiency and productivity, strengthen collaboration and communication, and maximize their competitive advantage. Students learn how IT is leveraged to reshape
enterprises, engage and retain customers, optimize systems and processes, manage business relationships and projects, and more.
Google Web Toolkit Applications Oct 19 2021 “Ryan clearly understands the GWT value proposition and how GWT integrates into a diverse web technology
stack—and not just in a theoretical way. With the popularity of gpokr.com and kdice.com, Ryan can speak with the authority of concrete success.” —Bruce Johnson,
creator of Google Web Toolkit “This book distinguishes itself from other books on GWT in that it walks through the entire process of building several nontrivial
GWT applications, not the toy applications that most books present.” —R. Mark Volkmann, Object Computing, Inc. “Google™ Web Toolkit Applications is an
excellent resource for any GWT developer. Solutions to challenges commonly encountered in GWT are presented through the design and development of actual
applications. The applications developed throughout the text demonstrate best practices from simple UI design all the way to custom code generation, and are
presented with little pretext about the amount of Java knowledge a given developer may have. Advanced concepts are not withheld but are presented in a way that
will be understood by both novice and seasoned developers alike. Good application development practices and proper Model View Controller design is reinforced
throughout the book, nearly guaranteeing that the reader will come away a better programmer. “ —Jason Essington, Senior Web/Java Engineer, Green River
Computing “Dewsbury’s Google™ Web Toolkit Applications is a book for both experts and beginner programmers who want to discover this open source Java
software development framework, as well as write Ajax applications. A very detailed book!” —Massimo Nardone, Advisory IT Security Architect Accelerate and
Simplify Ajax Development with Google Web Toolkit Get the edge you need to deliver exceptional user experiences with Google™ Web Toolkit Applications, a
guidebook that provides web developers with core information and instructions for creating rich web applications. Whether you’re a developer who needs to build
a high-performance front end for Java, PHP, or Ruby applications, or to integrate with external web services, this resource from expert Google Web Toolkit (GWT)
developer Ryan Dewsbury delivers the in-depth coverage you’ll need. In this valuable book, insider Ryan Dewsbury provides instructions for using the robust tool
set and gets you on your way to creating first-class web applications by providing a comprehensive overview of GWT technology. In addition, he shares his “in-thetrenches” insights on Building elegant and responsive user interfaces with Cascading Style Sheets and GWT’s Widgets and Panels Creating seamless user
experiences through asynchronous communication with HTTP, REST, JSON/JSONP, and RPC Interoperating with web standards—such as XML, RSS, and
Atom—and web services—such as Google Maps, Amazon Books, Yahoo! Search, Flickr, and Blogger Overcoming browser security restrictions, such as HTTP’s
two-connection limit and the Same-Origin policy Accelerating development, using software engineering, code generation, internationalization, application patterns,
and Java tools Deploying for optimal performance with resource compression and caching Building five non-trivial applications: a gadget application with a rich
drag-and-drop interface, a multi-search application that makes requests to many search engines, a blog editor application for managing entries across multiple
blogs, a web-based instant messenger, and a database manager for a traditional web page This practical guide to GWT introduces you to the technology; provides
techniques, tips, and examples; and puts you on the road to delivering top-notch user experiences for your web applications.
Pro Web 2.0 Application Development with GWT Sep 25 2019 Pro Web 2.0 Application Development by Jeff Dwyer is the first book on professional Web 2.0
principles that includes the Google Web Toolkit (GWT). GWT is one of the leading Java Ajax frameworks in market, and is very hot in terms of relative growth; it
can be integrated with other broader Java frameworks like JBoss Seam and possibly Spring. The book's focus on a single, extremely rich, example "killer
application" is what sets this apart from other GWT titles.
JavaScript Application Cookbook Oct 31 2022 A valuable resource for Webmasters presents a number of readytogo JavaScript applications, along with thorough
documentation, to help provide additional functionality to Web sites of all kinds. Original. (Beginning/Intermediate)
Big Data Application Architecture Q&A Jul 24 2019 Big Data Application Architecture Pattern Recipes provides an insight into heterogeneous infrastructures,
databases, and visualization and analytics tools used for realizing the architectures of big data solutions. Its problem-solution approach helps in selecting the right
architecture to solve the problem at hand. In the process of reading through these problems, you will learn harness the power of new big data opportunities which
various enterprises use to attain real-time profits. Big Data Application Architecture Pattern Recipes answers one of the most critical questions of this time 'how do
you select the best end-to-end architecture to solve your big data problem?'. The book deals with various mission critical problems encountered by solution
architects, consultants, and software architects while dealing with the myriad options available for implementing a typical solution, trying to extract insight from
huge volumes of data in real–time and across multiple relational and non-relational data types for clients from industries like retail, telecommunication, banking,
and insurance. The patterns in this book provide the strong architectural foundation required to launch your next big data application. The architectures for realizing
these opportunities are based on relatively less expensive and heterogeneous infrastructures compared to the traditional monolithic and hugely expensive options
that exist currently. This book describes and evaluates the benefits of heterogeneity which brings with it multiple options of solving the same problem, evaluation of
trade-offs and validation of 'fitness-for-purpose' of the solution.
Architecting Enterprise Solutions Jun 22 2019 A practical, nuts-and-bolts guide to architectural solutions that describes step-by-step how to design robustness and
flexibility into an Internet-based system Based on real-world problems and systems, and illustrated with a running case study Enables software architects and
project managers to ensure that nonfunctional requirements are met so that the system won't fall over, that it can be maintained and upgraded without being

switched off, and that it can deal with security, scalability, and performance demands Platform and vendor independence will empower architects to challenge
product-dictated limitations
Introduction to Computers for Healthcare Professionals Jun 02 2020 Introduction to Computers for Health Care Professionals, Seventh Edition is a contemporary
computer literacy text geared toward nurses and other healthcare students.
Microsoft FrontPage 2002 Unleashed Apr 24 2022 A thorough, detailed guide to fully exploiting all the power of FrontPage 2002-written for the experienced Web
developer.
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